Artifact Box: Defending Indigenous Water Rights

JURY OF PEERS ASSESSMENT

How well does the artifact box represent the knowledge an international environmental lawyer might use in defending the water rights of an indigenous group.

Group Evaluating:
Group Being Evaluating:

Score Each Artifact on a scale of 1 to 4, with 4 as “best representation the knowledge an international lawyer might use to defend indigenous water rights.”

An index card telling the 5 W’s of the Mapuche struggle for water rights.

A written dialogue of at least ten exchanges about water culverts and tribal fishing rights.

A timeline of tribal fishing rights

A chart showing the force development has on tribal rights.

A set of five newspaper headlines for tribal water rights.

A PhotoJournal with at least 10 pictures that tell the story of tribal water rights.

A Venn Diagram comparing a local tribe’s struggle for water/fishing rights with that of the Mapuche struggle for water rights.

A one-page biography for a tribal member who was or is involved with protecting tribal water rights.